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CORE LEVEL  CARD ONE   ROLE PLAYS: 

 

 

A.       You are in Mexico and you want to send flowers to your friend's mother. You go to the florist's. 
The Examiner will play the role of the florist. 

 

1         Candidate:     Ask how much the roses cost.   

2.       Candidate:     Say that it is very expensive.  

3.        Candidate:     Say that you have one hundred pesos.  

4.        Candidate:     Say yes and that you prefer red flowers.  

5.        Candidate:     Say that they are for your friend's mother. 

 

B.       Your Spanish penfriend is staying at your home and you are discussing plans for the next day. 
The Examiner will play the part of the penfriend. 

 

1.        Candidate:  Say if the weather is nice you (both) will go to Mayaguana. 

2.        Candidate:  Say that you are going in your cousin's boat. 

3.        Candidate:  Respond appropriately. 

4.       Candidate:  Say that you will spend the day on the beach. 

5.        Candidate:  Ask your friend to help you to prepare the lunch. 

 

 

 



CORE LEVEL  CARD TWO  ROLE PLAYS: 

 

 

A.      You are in Spain and you enter a tourist information office. The Examiner will play the role of 
the person at the desk. 

 

1.       Candidate:  Ask where the museum is. 

2.       Candidate:  Find out if it is open now. 

3.        Candidate:  Say that you are going to Granada tomorrow. 

4.       Candidate:  Ask if the station is nearby. 

5.       Candidate:  Ask for a map of the city. 

 

 

B.       While on holiday in Buenos Aires you go to see the doctor. The Examiner will play the part of 
the doctor. 

 

1.       Candidate:  Greet the doctor and say you are not well. 

2.       Candidate:  Say that you have a stomach ache. 

3.       Candidate:  Answer appropriately. 

4.       Candidate:  Say you bought a hot dog in the street. 

5.       Candidate:  Ask how many tablets you have to take each day. 

 



CORE LEVEL  CARD THREE  ROLE PLAYS: 

 

 

A.      You are in Colombia and you enter a small hotel. The teacher will play the role of the assistant at 
the front desk. 

 

1.       Candidate:  Say that you want a room with a bath. 

2.       Candidate:  Say that it is for three nights. 

3.       Candidate:  Find out how much the room costs. 

4.       Candidate:  Ask if there is a restaurant in the hotel. 

5.       Candidate:  Ask at what time it closes. 

 

 

 

B.       You are in an airline office in Mexico City. The Examiner will play the role of the agent who 
attends to you. 

 

1.       Candidate:  Ask if there is a flight to Miami every day. 

2.       Candidate:  Say that you want to leave on Saturday. 

3.       Candidate:  Ask at what time it will arrive in Miami. 

4.       Candidate:  Say that your parents are travelling with you. 

5.       Candidate:  Say that you(all) will return next Sunday. 

 



CORE LEVEL  CARD FOUR  ROLE PLAYS: 

 

 

A.      While in Caracas you meet a young Venezuelan. The Examiner will play the part of the 
Venezuelan. 

 

1.       Candidate:  Say you are pleased to meet him/her. 

2.       Candidate:  Ask what part of Venezuela he/she is from. 

3.       Candidate:  Tell him/her that Caracas is a beautiful city. 

4.       Candidate:  Say it is your second visit. 

5.       Candidate:  Say yes you like the monuments very much. 

 

 

 

B.       You are in a store in Argentina with your little brother and he disappears. You ask the security 
guard for help. The examiner will play the role of the security guard. 

 

1.       Candidate:  Say that you are looking for your little brother. 

2.       Candidate:  Say that you saw him five minutes ago. 

3.       Candidate:  Say that he was in the shoe department. 

4.       Candidate:  Say that he is fat and has dark hair. 

5.       Candidate:  Answer appropriately. 

 



EXTENDED LEVEL   CARD ONE  ROLE PLAYS: 

 

 

B.       Your Spanish penfriend is staying at your home and you are discussing plans for the next day. 
The Examiner will play the part of the penfriend. 

1.       Candidate:  Say if the weather is nice you (both) will go to Mayaguana. 

2.       Candidate:  Say that you are going in your cousin's boat. 

3.        Candidate:  Respond appropriately. 

4.       Candidate:  Say that you will spend the day on the beach. 

5.       Candidate:  Ask your friend to help you to prepare the lunch. 

 



 

C.       The pictures and notes below give an outline of how you and your cousin spent last Saturday. 
You need not mention every detail but you must cover the main events. Be prepared to respond 
to any question asked or comment made by the Examiner. 
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EXTENDED LEVEL   CARD TWO  ROLE PLAYS: 

 

 

B.       While on holiday in Buenos Aires you go to see the doctor. The Examiner will play the part of 
the doctor. 

 

1.        Candidate:  Greet the doctor and say you are not well. 

2.       Candidate:  Say that you have a stomach ache. 

3.        Candidate:  Answer appropriately. 

4.       Candidate:  Say you bought a hot dog in the street. 

5.       Candidate:  Ask how many tablets you have to take each day. 

 

 



C.       The pictures and notes give an outline of what you and your friend did during your vacation last 
summer. You need mention every detail but you must cover all the main events. Be prepared to 
respond to any question asked or comment made by the Examiner. 
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EXTENDED LEVEL   CARD THREE  ROLE PLAYS: 

 

 

B.       You are in an airline office in Mexico City. The Examiner will play the role of the agent who 
attends to you. 

 

1.        Candidate:  Ask if there is a flight to Miami every day. 

2.        Candidate:  Say that you want to leave on Saturday. 

3.        Candidate:  Ask at what time it will arrive in Miami. 

4.        Candidate:  Say that your parents are travelling with you. 

5.        Candidate:  Say that you(all) will return next Sunday. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C.       The pictures and notes below give an outline of a picnic you went on in Venezuela last summer. 
You need not mention every detail but you must cover all the main events. Be prepared to 
respond to any question asked or comment made by the Examiner. 
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EXTENDED LEVEL  CARD FOUR  ROLE PLAYS: 

 

 

B.       You are in a store in Argentina with your little brother and he disappears. You ask the security 
guard for help. The Examiner will play the role of the security guard. 

 

1.        Candidate:  Say that you are looking for your little brother. 

2.        Candidate:  Say that you saw him five minutes ago. 

3.        Candidate:  Say that he was in the shoe department. 

4.        Candidate:  Say that he is fat and has dark hair. 

5.        Candidate:  Answer appropriately. 
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C.       The pictures and notes below give an outline of what happened to you one morning. You need 
not mention every detail but you must cover all the main events. Be prepared to respond to any 
question asked or comment made by the Examiner. 
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